Introduction
Control and coordination of agents in multi-agent systems is demanding and complex task. Applications like search and rescue Jennings et al. (1997) , mapping of unknown environments or just simple moving in formation demands gathering a lot of information from surrounding. A local sensor-based information is preferred in large formations due to observability constraints. On the other hand, local information processing requires sophisticated and expensive hardware that would manage to gather and process sensor information in real-time. Furthermore, refined sensors, such as a camera, entail time consuming algorithms. Generally, it is difficult to provide satisfactory results by implementation of such algorithms in real-time. For this reason immense research efforts have been put in development of fast and simple image analysis methods. This is specifically noticeable in the field of robot vision, a discipline that strives to solve problems such as robot localization and tracking, formation control, obstacle avoidance, grasping and so on. Visual tracking of robots in formation is usually based on visual markers. Algorithms for detection of predefined shapes or colors are simple enough to be executed even on low-cost embedded computers in real-time. In Chiem & Cervera (2004) pose estimation based on the tracking of color regions attached to the robot is presented. The position of the leader robot is estimated at video rate of 25 frames per second. The main disadvantage of the proposed method is marker position on the robot, i.e. a marker can be recognized only from particular angle. Authors in Cruz et al. (2007) accomplish robot identification and localization by using visual tags arranged on the back of each robot on a 3D-truncated octagonal-shaped structure. Each face of visual tag has a code that provides the vehicle's ID as well as the position of the face in the 3D-visual marker. This information allows a vision sensor to identify the vehicle and estimate its pose relative to the sensor coordinate system. A robot formation control strategy based on visual pose estimation is presented in Renaud et al. (2004) . Robots visual perception is enhanced by the control of a motorized zoom, which gives the follower robot a large field of view and improves leader detection. A position-based visual servo control strategy for leader-follower formation control of unmanned ground vehicles is proposed in Dani et al. (2009) . The relative pose and the relative velocity are obtained using a geometric pose estimation technique and a nonlinear velocity estimation strategy. The geometric pose estimation technique Gans (2008) uses Euclidean homography relationships and a single known geometric length on a single following object. Visual detection of an object without usage of additional markers might be very difficult. In some cases, it is important to recognize and localize an object that has to be picked up or manipulated (stationary object), while in other cases, it is paramount to identify and pinpoint an object that needs to be followed (object in motion). Object detection algorithms are usually based on matching captured images with stored object models. Tomono Tomono (2006) proposed a high density indoor map-based visual navigation system on the basis of on-line recognition and shape reconstruction of 3D objects, using stored object models. However, the implemented Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) extraction is compute-intensive, and a real-time or even super-real-time processing capability is required to provide satisfactory results. Currently, the fastest object detection is provided by cascades of classifiers based on Haar-like features Viola & Jones (2001) . Apart from low execution times, the statistical nature of an this algorithm based on Haarlike features is robust to motion blur and changing lighting conditions because those features represent basic elements of the picture including edges, lines and dots. The cascades are trained using AdaBoost learning algorithm Matas & Sochman (Oct. 2008) and can be calculated very fast using integral image. In Choi (2006) real time on-road vehicle detection with optical flow and Haar-like feature is presented. The algorithm detects vehicles moving in the same direction up to 88% of accuracy. Fast vision-based pedestrian detection using Haar-like features is presented in Monteiro et al. (2006) . Result shows that system can detect pedestrian at 17 frames per second on 1.7 GHz processor with pedestrian detection rate up to 90% of accuracy. Thorough review of image processing methods in visual navigation for mobile robots is given in Bonin-Font et al. (2008) . Additional estimators are used in order to increase robustness and reliability of a system based on vision system in the loop. A vision-based range estimator for leader-follower based on Immersion and Invariance is presented in Morbidi et al. (2010) . The proposed reduced-order nonlinear observer is simple to implement, easy to tune and achieves global asymptotical convergence of the observation error to zero. The extended and unscented Kalman filters have been used in Mariottini et al. (2007) and Mariottini et al. (2005) to estimate the robots' relative distance. In this paper we present an implementation of an algorithm for fast real-time visual tracking and localization in multi-agent system comprised of Wifibot mobile platforms Lab (2005) . Mobile platforms, equipped with IP cameras, are moving in formation that is established and maintained by using a visual feedback. Leader agent is followed by follower agent which uses only images captured by its camera as feedback information. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 algorithm for fast object detection, using Haar-like features and integral image has been introduced followed by the description of strong classifiers and cascades of classifiers. Section 3 introduces the method for the platform position and orientation detection, using five differently trained cascades of classifiers. In section 4, the laboratory setup for platform tracking, comprised of two Wifibot platforms is described Design of Extended Kalman Filter is presented in section 5, while experimental results on platform localization are given in section 6.
Fast visual detection algorithm

Features and integral image
The algorithm for visual detection and localization of mobile agents, described in this article, is based on the method called "rapid object detection using boosted cascade of simple features", introduced by Viola and Jones Viola & Jones (2001) . This algorithm classifies images based on the value of simple upright features made up of white and gray rectangles. The value of proposed features is defined as the difference between the sum of the image pixels within white and gray regions. In order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm, Leinhart and Maydt Lienhart & Maydt (2002) have extended the basic set of haar-like features by the set of 45 • rotated rectangles. The extended set of features that has been used in the proposed object detection system is shown in Fig 1. The value of a feature can be calculated by
where RecSum(r i ) denotes pixel sum within i-th feature rectangle, ω i R represent the weights with opposite signs, used for compensation of the differences in area size between two rectangles, and N is the number of rectangles the feature is composed of. In Lienhart & Maydt (2002) 
can be calculated with one pass over all pixels in the image and it represents the sum of the pixels of the upright rectangle with top left corner at (0, 0) and bottom right corner at (x, y).
Edge features
2. Line features 
two passes over all pixels in the image are needed. RSAT(x, y) gives the sum of pixels within rectangle rotated for 45 • having the most right corner at (x, y). Once equations (2) and (3) have been calculated, only four lookup tables and three arithmetic operations are required to determine pixel sum of any upright or 45 • rotated rectangle. Accordingly, the difference between two rectangle sums can be determined in maximally eight lookup tables and six arithmetic operations.
Simple and strong classifiers
Having defined the feature set, the training set of positive images (containing the object of interest) and the training set of negative images (containing no object), it is necessary to construct a classification function (classifier) that separates positive from negative images.
A classifier can consist of one or more features. A classifier consisting of only one feature is also called a week classifier and it is defined by
where f j is a feature, θ j a threshold, p j parity indicating the direction of the inequality sign and x represents the image being classified. Because of their low accuracy, which is often within the range of 50-80%, single-featured classifiers are not very useful in practice. Much better detection performance provides a strong classifier that is based on a set of features selected in training procedure using AdaBoost algorithm described in Matas & Sochman (Oct. 2008) and Viola & Jones (2001) . It trains a desired number of weak classifiers for the given image and forms a more complex classifier made as a linear combination of them, namely:
Since the detection performance is often strict, it results in a strong classifier, which in order to be executed, requires computing a large number of features. This significantly increases the computational time and makes it inapplicable in real time problems.
Cascade of classifiers
This problem can be avoided, by construction of a cascade of classifiers providing an increased detection performance Viola & Jones (2001) . Block diagram of the detection cascade is shown in Fig. 2 . The cascade comprises several interconnected stages of classifiers. The detection process starts at first stage that is trained to detect almost all objects of interest and to eliminate as much as possible non-object patterns, i.e. classifiers that detect distinctive features of the object that are often describable using only few of the features from the used feature set ( Fig. 1 ). The role of this classifier is to reduce the number of locations where the further evaluation must be performed. Every next stage consists of more complex classifier, trained to eliminate negative patterns being admitted through previous stage. If the object of interest has been detected at one stage, the detection process continues at the next stage. Otherwise the sub-window being checked is classified as a non-object and discarded immediately. The overall outcome of cascade is positive only in case the object has been detected by all stages. The use of a cascade significantly reduces computation time since the most patterns being tested are negative and thus discarded at lower stages composed of simpler classifiers, thus providing that the evaluation of higher stages occurs only on object-like regions. Every stage of cascade is characterized by hit rate h and false alarm rate f . Accordingly, the overall hit rate of cascade is h n , and false alarm rate f n , where n represents the number of stages. Overall, using several stages that have very high hit rate and relatively low false alarm rate results in a cascade with a high overall hit rate and a very low overall false alarm rate, since both overall values are obtained by multiplying individual rates.
Platform localization 3.1 Platform detection
Robot localization method presented in this paper identifies the platform location and orientation with respect to the camera, by image analysis using different cascades of classifiers. The main idea is to train several cascades in a way that each cascade is trained on a set of images taken from a specific angle of view. Thereafter, the platform detection is performed by applying all cascades on each frame captured from a Wifibot camera installed on a platform. Information about platform position and orientation can be then obtained by analyzing outputs of all cascades, as they depend on platform orientation. For example, in case detection is performed on a frame containing Wifibot platform with sideways view, it is expected that the best detection results would be obtained by cascade trained to detect platform from this angle of view. It should be noted that the resolution of orientation detection depends on the number of cascades being applied -higher resolution requires more cascades. However, the final number of cascades has to be selected as a trade off between the desired resolution and available computation time.
Since there are no significant differences in the front and the back view of the platform, as well as in the left and the right view, the algorithm for calculation of the angle of view has two solutions, which makes the orientation detection procedure more complicated. This problem has been solved through coloring Wifibot batteries in different colors, taking into account that the grayscale representations of both colors remain unchanged, so these colors do not influence grayscale images used in training process. Additional orientation information in form of different battery colors is obtained in the following way. The method utilizes the fact that an opposite platform view results in an opposite battery order with respect to the left image side. For example, considering that the left battery is colored red and the right battery green, their order in front platform view will be red -green, while in back view it will be green -red. Therefore, locations of batteries in an image has to be detected first, which is accomplished by detecting their colors. Having known the battery locations, their order with respect to the left image side becomes also known. In case of sideways platform view, green found left side Red left , green right front view Fig. 3 . Solving of the platform symmetry problem only one battery color is detected depending on which side the platform is seen from. Need for battery color detection makes no significant influence on the overall algorithm execution time. Described strategy for solving the problem of angle of view ambiguity is demonstrated in Fig. 3 .
Cascades training
Careful selection of images needed for training cascades is of special importance for accurate detection of the predefined object. In an effort to obtain a desired system robustness, 110 images containing Wifibot platform under different lighting conditions have been used (Fig.  4(a) ). All images were taken by a camera mounted on the platform. During image collection process, the platform was located at different distances and orientations with respect to the platform being photographed. Once the set of positives has been created, only those image regions containing the Wifibot platform have been extracted (Fig. 4(b) ). Dimension of extracted region was set to 50x22 pixels. The number of positives has been increased to 4000 by deriving new images characterized by different contrast and rotation angle as shown in Fig. 5 . The set of negative images comprised of 5000 samples without Wifibot platform. The number of cascades used in the system has been set to five. For that reason, the base of positive images has been eye-checked and sorted to five new subsets, each of them containing images of the platform taken from the specific angle of view. Due to the platform symmetry, the process of positive image sorting has been done according to two main angles of viewfront-back and sideways. Accordingly, two cascades of classifiers were trained for detection of the platform from this two directions -Wifi_Front_Back and Wifi_Side. In order to enhance the quality of the orientation detection, two additional cascades of classifiers that provide detection of the platform from more specified angles were used. One of them, named Wifi_FB_Extreme is intended for detection of the platform from strictly front-back view, while Wifi_Side_Extreme detects the platform from strictly side view. The last cascade -Wifi_All has been trained for the platform detection from any angle of view, thus providing more robust detection of the platform location in an image. Angles of view covered by described cascades are shown in Fig. 6 . Training of all cascades has been performed using HaarTraining application from OpenCV library OpenCV On-line documentation (Oct. 2008).
Searching method
Searching for the platform in current frame is carried out using resizable searching window that defines the image area being checked. Three different searching windows can be seen in Fig. 7 . When platform detection is executed within these three windows, the platform will be detected only within red-colored searching window. The sides ratio of a searching window is always kept at constant value defined by sides ratio of classifiers used in cascades. Process of searching for the platform starts within the largest searching window that satisfies defined sides ratio and is initially located at the top left image corner. After all five cascades of classifiers have been applied to this image area, the detection continues within other image areas as the searching window shifts through the image until it reaches the right bottom image corner. When the whole image has been checked, searching window is resized by predefined scale factor and the described procedure is repeated until the searching window reaches predefined minimum size. The searching algorithm is very fast, since a feature calculation based on integral image has been used. Described searching method, involving the whole image checking, is used only at the beginning of detection process in order to detect initial platform position. Once detected, the platform is being tracked by searching window which size can vary within 20% of the size of the window that detected the platform in previous frame. A scale factor, used for window resize, has been set to 0.95. Furthermore, this searching window is applied only to a narrow image area close to the last detected platform location. In this way, the speed of searching algorithm has been additionally increased. The algorithm was able to process 15 frames per second on 3.0 GHz Pentium IV processor with 1GB RAM. Fig. 8 shows the screen of an application developed for validation of a single cascade using static images. After the platform detection has finished, this application highlights all searching windows the platform was detected within. As can be seen, usually there are more than one hits, closely located one to each other, thus called neighbors. When the number of neighbors is greater than the predefined min_neighbours parameter, the overall detection result is positive, and the platform location in image is highlighted by the representative searching window (blue rectangle in Fig. 8) . Generally, all five cascades of classifiers are used in searching procedure which results in five different numbers of neighbors, one for each cascade. Fig. 9 shows the number of neighbors obtained by applying all five cascades to live video stream containing a static sideways view of a Wifibot platform. As can be noticed, each cascade has detected a certain number of neighbors. Moreover those numbers vary as the time is running, due to variations in lightning conditions and camera noise. As expected, the most neighbors have been detected by Wifi_Side and Wifi_Side_Extreme cascades. Decision making part of described orientation detection system selects a cascade that has detected the most neighbors in current frame. In case the number of neighbors is grater then the predefined min_neighbours parameter, selected cascade indicates the angle of view, i.e. current platform orientation with respect to the camera, according to the map shown in Fig. 6 . There is one In order to enhance the quality of orientation detection performed by cascades, an additional image analysis based on the calculation of wheel parameters has been applied. These parameters describe two white elliptic regions within platform wheels, which can be easily detected within positive searching window. One parameter is axis length ratio f ( Fig. 10(a) ), and the other two parameters x1 and x2 represent the wheel distances from the platform center ( Fig. 10(b) ). The angle of view is unambiguously defined by these parameters, and thus can be precisely reconstructed.
Platform tracking setup
Described visual-based system for platform localization has been tested on laboratory setup comprised of two Wifibot platforms -leader and follower. The follower's task is to track the remotely controllable leader that performs an arbitrary trajectory, while keeping the predefined inter-distance. The designed tracking control system has been divided into two parts -platform inter-distance control subsystem and subsystem for control of follower orientation with respect to the leader. The subsystem for follower orientation control provides actions needed for follower to face the leader, which is accomplished when the leader is located in the center of image captured by the follower. The distance between the leader and the follower is obtained from the leader size in current frame. An increase in the platform inter-distance causes the decrease in the platform size in an image, and vice versa. This dependency has been experimentally obtained. Once cascades detect position of the platform a distance from camera is calculated based on the width of the frame determined from neighbors (blue rectangle in Figure 8) . A function of distance with respect to width is depicted in Fig. 11 . Blue dots represent measurements while red line is interpolation of the following form:
It is evident that relation between width of an object and its distance from a camera is not linear which is characteristic of human eye as well.
The difference between current and desired platform inter-distance causes the follower forward/backward motion, while the leader's displacement from the image center causes the follower rotation until the leader appears in the image center. Block diagram of the designed control system, containing two described subsystems, is shown in Fig. 12 . The control algorithm with sample time of Td=50 ms, has been executed on 3.0 GHz Pentium IV processor, while the camera images and commands for platform motion have been transmitted trough the wireless network established between PC and access point embedded in the platform. Due to the noise in angle and distance measurement (Fig. 13 ) Median and MaxChange filters have been added in the feedback loop. For correct design of tracking controllers an additional delay of 250 ms (5xTd), caused by image capture and processing by the camera on board of the platform, is introduced in the feedback loop. Proportional controllers have been used for both -distance and orientation control. It is important to note that the horizontal displacement estimation of a dynamical object using low angle of view and low resolution camera is difficult due to high noise amplification, specially for distant objects that appear small compared to the =133 pix, d=160 cm) . Fig. 13 . Noise in calculated distance (wavg=133 pix, d=160 cm) picture frame and the noise amplitude of only one pixel represents a very high deviation in the physical displacement of the object. The estimate of this relation is written in (7).
This phenomena can also be observed in the Fig. 11 where the curve tangent becomes very steep for large distances. Also, detecting horizontally moving objects, which are close to the camera, tends to be difficult since they fully appear on the picture frame just for a fraction of time which is comparable to the camera delay. Because of that the usage of unfiltered signals from the vision system in the conventional control schemes generates big overshoots and chattering in controlled signals when tracking very distant or very close objects. Model based filtering is a solution to this problem.
Kalman filter design
Tracked agent dynamics
Synthesis of a control scheme based on the measurements from a visual tracking system used in an environment with changing lighting conditions and obstacles, which very often cover parts of the tracked object, becomes very difficult due to often unavailability of sensor data. Furthermore, the available data is often noisy due to low camera resolution and stochastic nature of the used detection scheme. For this reason, a good estimator and filter is needed in the control loop. In this application, we have used a common technique, namely an extended Kalman filter Mohinder S. Grewal (2008) . Since no information other than vision is available for the tracked agent, it's distance and horizontal displacement has been modeled by an integrator with an unknown gain, i.e.:
where Θ represents the object distance D or horizontal displacement x, v D the object speed in either horizontal or vertical direction and T the discretization period of the control scheme. Also, inverses of (6) and (7) have been used as state measurement functions.
Host agent dynamics
In the multi-agent systems, both the tracked agent and the host agent are in motion, meaning the host agent motion also influences the tracked agents frame position making the model (8) imprecise. That is why model (8) has to be updated with the host motion profile which in the case of the Wifibot is directly available from the incremental encoders mounted in the wheels. Availability of the direct wheel speed measurements eliminates the need for accurate host robot dynamical model. With host object motion taken into account, the agent distance is modeled with:
whereN enc (k) represents a mean value of left and right incremental encoder outputs, namely: 
where ∆N enc represents the difference between the encoder outputs and K is the encoder gain. The small angle approximationẋ ≈ D · ω ≈ D·d R 2 · ∆N enc is then used to obtain the final tracked agent horizontal displacement model:
Extended Kalman filters based on dynamical models (9) and (11) with inverses of (6) and (7) as state measurement functions are then used as filters to improve signal to noise ratio of the vision system and as the estimators of the tracked object position when there is no data available.The experimental data follows in the next section.
Experimental results
Performance of the proposed localization and tracking method has been tested on the experimental setup comprised of two Wifibot platforms in leader-follower formation. First experiment has been conducted on static platform in order to investigate quality of all five cascades.Results obtained by the experiment are presented in Fig. 15 Fig. 15(a) for conditions when angle of view was somewhere between front-back and side view are demonstrated on images 7 to 12. Although situation is not as clear as for previous examples, in most cases Wifi_Front_Back and Wifi_Side_Extreme cascades are dominant, which demonstrates that platform is inclined. Second set of experiments have been performed on moving platform. The leader executes a circular movement (small radius) while follower has been commanded to remain at distance of 160 cm. Results, depicted in Fig. 15(b) , are comprised of measured distance (top of the figure) , displacement of the leader from the center of image (calculated by cascades) and reference cascade (bottom of the figure). As may be seen the follower keeps the distance error withinś10 cm which is less than 10% of the set point value. In the same time horizontal displacement control algorithm rotates the follower so that leader remains within limits of s50 pixels from the center of image. Depending on the angle of view, particular cascade detects the leader and calculates its displacement: cascade Wifi_All is active all the time during experiment, Wifi_Side and Wifi_Side_Extreme detect the leader at the beginning of experiment as it moves sideways, while at the same time Wifi_Front_Back and Wifi_FB_Extreme remain inactive. In 3 th second of experiment the leader starts to turn which is immediately recognized by Wifi_Front_Back cascade that becomes active together with Wifi_Side and Wifi_Side_Extreme. Activation and deactivation of other cascades can be easily tracked throughout experiment. 
Conclusion
This paper presents localization and tracking strategy that is based on an extremely rapid method for visual detection of an object, thus providing a real time solution suitable for the design of multi-agent control schemes. The agents tracking and localization is carried out through five differently trained cascades of classifiers that process images captured by cameras mounted on agents. A training of 5 cascades, described herein, has employeḑ SpositiveŤ andŞnegativeŤ images, i.e. images with and without an object that should be recognized. Once trained, the cascade have been used for classification process (based on Haar-like features), that enables each agent to determine its relative position and orientation with respect to all other agents performing tasks in its field of view. Performance of the proposed method has been demonstrated on a laboratory setup composed of two mobile robot platforms. Experimental results demonstrate that overall accuracy of recognition is very good (in some case even 100%), thus providing accurate calculation of distance between the leader and the follower. Although acceptable, results of calculation of displacement from the center of image are reticent, and can be improved by using model based estimation, i.e. proposed extended Kalman filters. Further improvements can be made with the usage of a higher image resolution camera. Future work will be toward improvement of robustness of the proposed method with respect to various environment conditions (light intensity, shadows, etc).
